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Abstract. We study the problem of a lamellar inhomogeneity of arbitrary shape em-

bedded in a piezoelectric matrix of infinite extent. Uniform asymptotic solutions for the

equations of elastostatics and electrostatics on this configuration are obtained. The first

order terms, in the inhomogeneity thickness, are explicitly determined for piezoelectric

inclusions, rigid inclusions of electric conductor, impermeable cracks, and cracks with

inside electric field. We give real-form expressions of mechanical and electric fields at the

interface and on the inhomogeneity axis. Detailed first order solutions are obtained for

elliptic and lemon-shaped inhomogeneities. It is found that, while for elliptic piezoelec-

tric inclusions the perturbation stresses and electric displacements at the inclusion ends

have the same order as those given at infinity, for a lemon-shaped inclusion they are an

order-of-magnitude smaller. Intensity factors are calculated for lemon-shaped cavities.

It is shown that, when inside electric fields are considered, the stress intensity coefficients

are influenced by the material anisotropy.

1. Introduction. In recent years, a lot of effort has been expended for the study

of inhomogeneities, like inclusions or cracks, in piezoelectric materials (e.g., Pak 1990,

Sosa 1991, Suo et al. 1992. Liang et al. 1995, Park and Sun 1995, Dascalu and Maugin

1995, Sosa and Khutoryansky 1996, Chung and Ting 1996, Dascalu 1997, Zhang et al.

1998, Lu et al. 2000). However, most of the obtained results concern the cases of elliptic

inclusions or line cracks. The objective of this paper is to give solutions for arbitrary-

shaped lamellar inhomogeneities. We consider inclusions embedded in an infinite matrix

subject to a uniform stress at infinity. Both the matrix and the inclusion consist of

general piezoelectric materials. We also consider the case of a rigid inclusion of electric

conductor and that of a cavity embedded in a piezoelectric material.
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In approaching the problem we shall employ the extended Stroh formalism for piezo-

electrics (see Barnett and Lothe 1975, Lothe and Barnett 1976, Suo et al. 1992, Dascalu

and Maugin 1995, Chung and Ting 1996), which has been proved to be an elegant and

powerful tool in solving two-dimensional problems for anisotropic materials (Ting 1996).

Each complex function involved in the general solution for the external domain will be

represented as a superposition of complex logarithmic singularities spread along a line

segment located inside the lamellar region. A general form of the complex functions

entering in the representation of the solution inside the thin region will be deduced as

asymptotic expansions around their values on the body axis. By imposing the continu-

ity of the displacements and tractions across the interface curve we obtain a system of

integral equations for determining the fields in the lamellar region and the density of

the singularities for the external solution. The use of sum rules and identities for the

matrices involved in these equations allow us to convert the complex-form system into a

real one. The resulting system of integral equations is solved asymptotically, for a small

thickness ratio e of the lamellar region, by using the technique developed by Geer and

Keller (1968) and Homentcovschi (1982) for some plane potential problems. The main

advantage of this approach is that it provides a uniform valid asymptotic expansion of

the solution which assures the proper behavior of the physical quantities at the body's

ends. This technique was applied to plane elasticity problems for isotropic media by Ho-

mentcovschi (1984) and Homentcovschi and Dascalu (2000). Asymptotic solutions were

also obtained by Wu (1994), using some different perturbation technique.

The method was extended to the case of anisotropic elastic materials by Dascalu and

Homentcovschi (1999). This technique requires the distribution of singularities for the

external solution on three different segments inside the lamellar region. For piezoelectric

materials, considered in this paper, to obtain a uniform valid asymptotic solution, we shall

look for the external solution as generated by point sources spread along four different

line segments in the lamellar body. This special combination of the Stroh formalism with

the above-mentioned technique for solving the corresponding integral equations enables

us to obtain the asymptotic expansion of the solution when the inner domain consists of a

piezoelectric medium, a rigid and electrically-conducting medium, or a cavity. This later

case will be modeled either as an electrically impermeable hole without inside electric

fields or as a hole into which electric fields are allowed.

To make the reading of the paper easier, we give only the first two terms in the

asymptotic expansion of the solution. Subsequent terms can be obtained by following

the out lined procedure. We also give real-form expressions of the elastic and electric fields

at the common boundary of the two bodies and on the O^i-axis, outside the lamellar

inhomogeneity.

As concrete examples, we consider the case of an elliptic lamellar region, corresponding

to finite curvature radius at the ends, and also the case of a lemon-shaped inhomogeneity,

when we have a zero radius of curvature at the ends of the body. While in the case of an

elliptic region the solution was already given in the literature, the results for a lemon-

shaped inhomogeneity seem to be new. It is found that, while for elliptic piezoelectric

inclusions the perturbation stresses and electric displacements at the inclusion ends have

the same order as the fields given at infinity, for a lemon-shaped inclusion they are an
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order-of-magnitude smaller. This fact has important consequences for the mechanical

resistance of the composite structure.

We also consider cavities with electrically impermeable boundaries and cavities with

inside electric fields. Intensity factors are calculated for lemon-shaped cavities. It is ob-

served that, when inside electric fields are considered, the anisotropy influences the stress

intensity coefficients. Such an influence was experimentally observed (e.g., Pisarenko et

al. 1985), but not predicted by the classical crack models. The obtained result shows the

finite-thickness cavities with cusps are more realistic than the classical line models for

cracks.

2. Basic Equations. Consider an infinitely extended piezoelectric body Ve that

contains an inhomogeneity V*, as shown in Fig. 1. We assume that the interface boundary

C is described by the equations

z± = xi +ieY±(xi); Y±(xi) = S{xi) ± y/D(x1), (1)

where S(xi) and D(x\) are twice differentiate functions on the interval [—1, lj, satisfying

max|5(xi) ± \/D(xi)| = 1 and vanishing at the endpoints ±1. It is also assumed that

their behavior about the endpoints can be described by

5(x1) = ^5n(l-x1)" + 0((l-x1)3) (2)

n= 1

2

S(x1) = ^2Sn(l+x1)n+0((l+x1)3) (3)

and similarly for D(xi). Remark that for Di ^ 0 ^ D\, the radius of curvature at each

end of the body is nonzero, while for D\ = Di = Di = D-2 = 0, the extremities are

cusps.

Let Cfjkii eUji £tv be, respectively, the elastic, piezoelectric and dielectric constants of

the exterior medium T>e and e^LJ, the corresponding coefficients for the inside

body V*. The elastic and dielectric tensors for both media are assumed to be fully

symmetric and positive definite. In the absence of body forces and free charges, the

equilibrium equations can be written as (Tiersten 1969, Maugin 1988)

C!jklp±L+ef 8V =o (4)
3 dxidxj 113 dxidxj v

ee ce _Q (5)
lk[ dxidxi ll dxidxi

where repeated indices imply summation. Here uek, k = 1,2,3 and ipe are, respectively, the

elastic displacements and the electric potential in the matrix Ve and they are supposed to

depend on X\ and x% only. Let | (§^"+9^") be the strain tensor and Ef = — the

electric field. Then the constitutive relations for piezoelectric materials can be written

as

<4 = CiJkl€U - 4ijEU m = 4^ + £uEf> (6)
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where of - is the elastic stress and Df is the electric displacement. Similar relations have

to be considered for the medium inside the inclusion V*.

Fig. 1. Lamellar inhomogeneity in an infinite piezoelectric body

We assume that the two bodies have a perfect bonding along their common interface,

which means that the elastic displacements, the surface tractions, the electric potential,

and the normal electric displacements are continuous:

u*k = uek\ er*n = cren; ip* = ipe; D*n = Dcn, (7)

where n is the unit normal vector on C directed toward Ve from D* (see Fig. 1).

It can be shown (Barnett and Lothe 1975, Chung and Ting 1996) that the stresses and

the electric displacements can be expressed in terms of a four-dimensional generalized

stress function vector 4>e by

d(t>i. e d(t>ei. ne d(P 4. ne ^4

If we also define a generalized displacement vector ue = (uf, u|, «§, </?e), then the perfect

bonding conditions in (7) become

u* = ue; <fi* = 4>e on C. (9)

We suppose that a uniform stress cr' = cr°° and electric displacements D' = D°° are

applied at infinity. Let

u°° = + x27 2°; 4>°° = x it^°-£2tf>, (10)

where

7r = (£?;, 0,27f = (2^,^,2e%,-E?) (11)

tr = (^n t ? = a%,D?) (12)
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and define

u = ue — u°°; 0 = 0e-0°°. (13)

Then the general solution of our problem has the form (Barnett and Lothe 1975, Chung

and Ting 1996):

u (z) = 2Re(AF(Z)); 4>{z) = 2Re(BF(Z)) (14)

u*(z) = 2Re(A*F*(Z*)); <p*{z) = 2Re(B*F*(Z*)) (15)

with

F(Z) = {F1(z1),F2(z2),F3(z3), F4(z4)); Z = (zu z2, z3, z4), (16)

and where z = x\ + ix2, za = x\ +pax2, a = 1,2,3,4. The complex numbers pa are the

eigenvalues with positive imaginary parts and Aka are the eigenvectors of the problem:

(Qlk + Pa(Rlk + Rkl) + p2aTlk)Aka = 0 (17)

without summation on a and where the matrices

Q =
Q£ en

Leii -eii.
R = T =

1 e22

_<re-22 £22.
(18)

(Q£W = ^lfclI (HEU=Cea ifc2, (T E)ak=Cea2k2, {eij)k — e\jk. (19)

e2i

_c-e-12 £12J

_ /"<e (•„ „
-ijk'

We assume that the eigenvalues pa are all distinct. The matrix B is given by

Bia = RkiAka + PaTikAka- (20)

The following closure relations hold true (e.g., Chung and Ting 1996):

ArB + BtA = I = ATB + BTA (21)

ArB + BrA = 0 = ATB + BTA (22)

AAr + AAr = 0 = BBT + BBT (23)

BAr+ BAr = I = ABt + ABT. (24)

The corresponding quantities F*(Z*), Z*, z^,,p^, A*ia, B*a are defined in a similar way.

We also introduce the vectorial notation

dF(Z) fdFx dF2 dF3 dFA

dZ V dZl ' dz2 ' dz3 ' dzA J 1 j

and the stress-like vectors

ti = (o"ii) Ci2> °13> F>i); t2 = (a2i, a22, a23, D2). (26)

Then, from the representation (14) we have

where P is the diagonal matrix

P = diag[p1,p2,p3,p4]. (28)
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By substituting u, 11*, <f> and <fi* from (14-15) in the interface relations (9) and by using

(13), we obtain

u°°{z) + 2Re(AF(Z)) = 2 Re(A*F*(Z*)) (29)

0°°(2) + 2Re(BF(Z)) = 2 Re(B*F*(Z*)) (30)

for z € C. These equations will be studied in the following section.

3. Piezoelectric Inclusions. In order to solve the equations (29-30) we look for

Fa(za) in the form

rw.^ 1 f«(Z)
Fot\za) — . I r—    

m Jca VK-O^-Ca) (31)

1 faW : In (za- _ <k^t\ dt_
ni J. i VT^ V 2 2

with ca,da G C belonging to T>*. Note that each potential function Fa will be given by

a different distribution of line sources (see Fig. 1). From the asymptotic development of

Fa(za) we have deduced in Appendix A the formulae

\(Fa(za+) + Fa(za_)) = K0fa(xi) + epaKifa(xi) + 0(e2) (32)

\{Fa(za+) - Fa(za_)) = L0/a(xi) + epQLi/Q(xi) + 0(e2) (33)

for za± = x\ + pQ£Y±(xi) and x\ G (—1,1). In these relations we have fa = fa{xi,e)

and we develop the density functions fa as

fa{x I,e) = /°(xi) +efa(x1) + 0(e2). (34)

In what concerns the solution in the interior domain V* we use a Taylor expansion about

e = 0:

F*{za±) = +p*a6Y±(x1)f*J1\x1) + 0(e2) (35)

where fa^ Similarly, we set

f*(x 1,£) = + efa(xi) + 0(e2). (36)

These asymptotic expansions will be used in the equations (29-30). Before that, we

introduce the following real densities, written in vectorial form:

un(;n) = 2Rc(Afn(x1)); 4>n{x{) = 2 Re(Bfn(a;i)) (37)

un*(a:1) = 2Re(A*fn*(®1)); <t>n*(x1) = 2Re(B*fn*(a;1)) (38)

for n = 0,1. The properties (21-22) of the matrices A and B enable us to express the

densities f" and fn* as

fn = Bru" + ATcf)n; f™* = B'7u'" + A*T(fin*. (39)

Let us separate the real and imaginary parts of the operators Km and Lm:

, Lm — -{- ihm • (40)

From their definitions (191), (194) we remark that Kq = iKq and Lq = Lq.
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By addition and subtraction of the equations (29-30) and by use of the expansions

(32-36) and the relations (37-39), after identification of the coefficients of each power of

s, we obtain equations for the real densities un, <f)n,un* and <pn*.

Using the identities (21-24) we find the equations of 0(1) as

7^1 + K0(Su°(x1) + H0°(X!)) = U°*(X!) (41)

L0u0(xi) = 0 (42)

tfXl + K0(—Lu°(u) + S T(p°{x1)) = 4>°*(Xl) (43)

Lo0°(a:i) = 0 (44)

for x\ G (—1,1). The matrices S, H, and L, first introduced by Barnett and Lothe (1975),

are given by

S = z(2ABr — I); H = 2iAAr; L = -2?BBT (45)

From (23-24) it results that they are real and that H and L are symmetric. Lothe and

Barnett (1976) showed that they are nonsingular.

The solutions of (41-44) are

u"(^i) = 0; 4>°(x i) = 0 (46)

u°*(:ci) = 7fa;i; 0°*(xi) = tfXl. (47)

In order to obtain the higher-order equations we need to introduce the matrices (Chung

and Ting 1996):

N1 = -T~1Rt; N2 = T_1; N3 = RT1^ - Q (48)

The matrices N2 and N3 are symmetric. One can prove (see Ting 1988) the formulae:

2APAt = N2 — ̂ (NiH + N2St) (49)

2APBT = Ni -z(NiS-N2L) (50)

2BPBT = N3-i(N3S-NfL), (51)

where P is the diagonal matrix defined in (28). From (37) and (49-51) we have

2Re(TAPfm) = (TNi + T^S - N2L))um

+ (fN2+f(NiH + N2ST))0m (52)

2 Re(TBPfn!) = (TN3 + T(N3S - N^L))um

+ (TNf + f (Nf ST + N3H ))((>m (53)

for every linear operator T = T + iT. Note that if one replaces P = I (identity matrix),

Nj = I, and N2 = N3 = 0, then (49-53) still hold true. Similar relations can be

proved for the interior densities fm*,um*, and 4>m*. Using these formulae and taking
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into account the solution (46-47), one obtains the system of 0(e) in real form as:

7^°5(xi) + -S I " In \xi - t\dt
7T J-1 VI - t2

H—H I In \x\ — t\dt + /C"u°(x1) + K,f(j)0(xi)
7T J-1 Vl - t2

= uu(Xl) + tCluu*0{Xl) + KlU*°(xi)

7r - [1 + £»i) + £fy°(*i) = £ru,0(xi) + ̂  Wi) (55)
*/xi V 1 t

- t fS(Xl) - -L f1 -^B= In \x\ - i|d*
7T ./ — 1 VI - £2

+
7T
-ST I ~^=L1= \n\xi — t\dt + MiU°(xi) + Mt(t>0(xi)
n J-i V1 - f2

= (f^*(x\) + MTu*°(x i) + A^Wi) (56)

-tJ ^^+Af-u0(x1)+M1U°^i)

= Afru*°(x1)+M*U*U^i), (57)

where we have introduced the operators

AC> =(K1N1+Ki(NiS-N2L))u, (58)

ICf(t>= (KxN,+K1(N1H + N2St))</., (59)

ICr u = 5(®i)NIu; /C^ = 5(.xi)N^; (60)

£> = (LxNi +L1(N]S-N2L))u, (61)

Cf(t>= (LtN2 + L1(N1H + N2ST))</>, (62)

u = /D(^)N*u; £*^0 = /D(^)N|0; (63)

A^5,u=(K1N3 + K1(N3S-N?,L))u, (64)

Mf<j> = (KiNf + K!(NfST + N3H))0, (65)

Mfu = 5(x1)N*u; = 5(®1)Nir0; (66)

A^u = (L1N3+L1(N3S-N^L))u, (67)

jVf 0 = (LjNf + Li(N^ Sr + N3H))0, (68)

A^u = ^ D(xl)Wiu-Nl'p (f) = yjD(xi) N*T0. (69)
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The solution of 0(e) for the system (54-57) can be obtained as:

_D'{x1)^x{ , D'{XiK/l^g 2,00

(l) 2 y/Dfr) '0(Xl) 2^D&)

u*\xx) = Sfcijd1,00 + (Sd1-00 + Hd2o°^1 ^

(70)

■°°)- [ ^D{ Klt (71)
7T J_i t-xx K '

4>*\x1) = S{x1)d2'°° - (Ld1'00 - STd2'°°)- / x//^dt, (72)
7T J^x t- X,

where we have introduced

d1 00 = - Nfrf - N*2t%° (73)

d2'°° = -(tf + N*7?° + N*rt5°). (74)

We note that systems of equations of 0(en), n > 2 and their solutions can be obtained

in a similar form by employing the same procedure as in the purely elastic case (Dascalu

and Homentcovschi 1999), but we restrict to the case n = 0,1 for the reason of simplicity.

4. Real-form Solutions. The densities u™ and <pn deduced in the previous section

allow us to calculate the solution ue,u* of the initial problem (4-5), by making use of

(13-15) and (31-39). In this way, the solution will be obtained in a complex-form. In

what follows, we give some real-form expressions of the solution.

Let us determine the expressions of generalized displacements and stresses at the in-

terface between the two bodies and on the Oxi-axis, in the exterior of the inhomogeneity.

For the moment, we shall suppose that u0(xi) ^ 0 and </>°(x 1) ^ 0 so as to obtain gen-

eral formulae also valid for rigid inclusions and cracks. As we have mentioned before, we

neglect the terms of 0(e2).

At points on the interface boundary, we have

F(Z±) = (Njf0)^) + e((N±f1)(a:i) + (Nf Pf0)^)), (75)

with = Kn ± Lra and (Z±)Q = za±. This formula results from the expansion (195)

proved in Appendix A. When it is introduced in the representation (14), we get

u = 2 Re(Ng Af°) + e(2Re(N± Af1 + Nf APf0)). (76)

Decomposing the operators into real and imaginary parts = N^j + iN^j and using

(52) we find

u = [(N± + Nq S)u° + N±H0°] -I- <r [(Njf + N±S)u1 +

+ (Nf Ni + Nf (NiS - N2L))u°

+ (N±N2 + Nf(N1H + N2ST))00]. (77)

This real-form expression allows us to calculate the elastic displacements and the electric

potential at the interface points when the densities u" and 4>n are known.

Let us obtain similar formulae for stresses. In Appendix A we have proved that

r/F
— (Z±) = (M^fXzj) + £P(M±f)(aM), (78)
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where the operators are given by (199-200). If for f we make use of the expansion

(34), then it results that

— (Z±) = (M^f°)(x1) + e^f1 + MfPf0)^)). (79)

Using the relations (27) together with (53) it results

t: = -[(M±N3 + M±(N3S - NfL))u° + (M±Nf + M±(N[St + N3H))0°]

-£{[(M±N3+M±(N3S-NfL))u1 +(M±Nf + M±(NfST + NaH))^1]

+ [(MfN^ + M^(N32)S - N<2)TL))u°

+ (Mf Nf)r + Mf (N<2)TST + N^2)H))</)H]} (80)

t2 = — [—Mq Lu° + (M± + M±St)<A0] - .-{[-M^Lu1 + (M± + M(f ST)01]

+ [(M±N3 +M±(N3S - NfL))u°

+ (MfNf + M±(NfST + N3H))</>0]}, (81)

where the matrices Nlj2' and N32) are defined (see Ting 1988) as

N*2) = NiNi + N2N3, N<2) = N3Ni + NfN:J. (82)

Next we obtain similar formulae for generalized displacements and stresses on the axis

X2 = 0, in the exterior of the inhomogeneity. In Appendix A we give the expansion (196)

for F(xi) with |xi| > 1. If for the densities fa in this expansion we use (34), then it

results

F = R(zf°)+eR(if1), (83)

where the operator R is defined in (197). By replacing F in (14) with (83), one obtains

u — 2 Re(«Af°) + e2 Re(iRAf1) (84)

and by (52) we have the real-form displacements

u = [-Ku° + R(Su° + H00)] + el-Ru1 + R(Su1 + H01)]. (85)

Using the expression (202) of ^ for za = x,\ with |xi| > 1, we find the formula (204).

Now the stresses are obtained from (27) and (53) as

tj = -[(iN3 - H(N3S - NfL))u° + (HNf - H(Nf ST + N3H))0°]

- e{[(HN3 - §(N3S - NfL))u! + (HNf - i(Nf ST + N.H))^1]} (86)

t2 = [SLu° + (® - isT)0°] + efHLu1 + (S - HS7)^1]. (87)

In these formulae, the expressions of the real operators HI and HI can be easily obtained

from (203) and (205). We shall give explicit formulae for them in the particular cases

considered below.

Note that the physical displacements ue and the stresses tf, i = 1,2 can be calculated

from u and tj given before through

ue = u°° + u; tf = t°° + ti

as it results from (13).
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Let us explicitly calculate this solution for some specific geometries of the interface

boundary C. We first study the problem for a piezoelectric inclusion of elliptic geometry.

The uniform asymptotic solution of this problem is that in (70). For an inclusion of

elliptic geometry we have

S(xi) = 0; D(x i) = 1 — x2 (89)

and by introducing the notation

F(Z) = diagfai, 772,773] (90)
~2

?7 a =  5—5  (91)
1 i Ple X '
1 2

the relations (70), (14), (31), (37) give us the solution of 0(e):

u = —2eRe[iAF(Z)(BTd1,0° + ATd2'°°)] (92)

</> = -2eRe[iBF(Z)(BTd1,0° + ATd2'°°)] (93)

where d1'00 and d2,°° are defined in (73-74).

In the interior of the inclusion, the approximation of O(e) of the uniform asymptotic

solution is provided by the formulae

u* = u°* + eu1* + x2(N*u°*(1) + N;</>0*(1)) (94)

0* = </>°* + £0U + ;r2(N*u0*(1) + N tT0°*(1)), (95)

in which u°* and 4>°* are given by (47), while u1* and 4>l* are obtained from (71-72) in

the form

u1* =-(Sd1'00+Hd2'°°)xi; 4>u = (Ld1'00 - STd2'°°)xi. (96)

By substituting u1* and cf)1* in (94-95) one obtains the same expressions as in Liang

et al. (1995), Chung and Ting (1996). That is, in the approximation of O(e), the two

solutions are identical. This is also true for the exterior solution (92-93).

When (89) are used in the general solutions (70-72) we find

u1(xi) = Xxd1,00; 4>l{x 1) = xid2'00. (97)

These solutions substituted into (80-81) provide the expressions of the interface gener-

alized stresses

t! = —£x1[(N3d1'00 + Nfd2'°°)^±(a:i)

+ ((N3S - NfL)d1-°° + (NfST + N3H)d2'°°)/i±(xi)] (98)

t2 = —exi[h±(xi) - (Ld1,oc - STd2,oc)/i±(xi)], (99)

where and k*1 are the real and the imaginary parts of (201). By introducing

/i(xi) = arg ^1 + xi ^1 - + £pay±

i/(xi) = arg (l - £PaY± ) , (100)
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with /i = 0 and v = 0 for £ = 0, we can give completely explicit (98-99). We shall do

this for x\ — ±1 (when Y± =0). We have

,+/ \ cos(^(±l))-isin(^(±l)) / x
h±{±l) = — V 2 ; V 2 ' (101)

£y{[2:F t (pI -PlW + ̂ PlPlWaPl + \(vl-pl)2,

where pa and pa stand for the real and, respectively, imaginary parts of pa. Substitution

into (98-99) together with (88) show that, at the endpoints, the stresses and the electric

displacements have the same order (in e) as those given at the infinity. In the purely

elastic case, this result was obtained in Homentcovschi and Dascalu (2000) for isotropic

materials. For elastic anisotropic materials, the above expressions represent a more

refined real-form solution than that given in Dascalu and Homentcovschi (1999), which

for the elliptic geometry had not the ability to catch the complete endpoints behavior.

Consider now a lemon-shaped piezoelectric inclusion (see Fig. 2). In this case, the

boundary C is described by

S{xi) = 0; D(x1) = (1-x21)3. (102)

For the densities u° and <p° the expressions (46-47) hold true, while from (70-72) it

results

u1 (xi) = 3x1(l — x2)d1,0°; </>1(xi) = 3xi(l — x2)d2'°° (103)

u*1 (xi) = 2xi ~ 3x1 (Sd1-00 + Hd2'00)

0*x(Xl) = - 2x3i ~3xi(LdUo° - STd2'°°). (104)

With these solutions, we obtain from (77) the displacement-like vectors at the interface

"2xf -3xi ,
u(xi) = £ -(Sd1'00 + Hd2-00) =f x/(l - x?)3dll0°

2

and from (80-81) the interface generalized stresses

§(2x2 - 1)((N3S - NfL))d1-oc + (NfST + N3H))d2'°°)

(105)

ti = — £

± 3xi J1 - xf(N;id1'00 + Nf d2'°°)

t2 = £ ^(2x1 - 1)(-Ld1,00 + STd2 o°) ± 3xj J1 - x2d2-°°

(106)

(107)

for |xi| < 1.

Since the vectors ti and have physical relevance, it is important to compare the

formulae (106-107) with the corresponding ones (98-99) for elliptic inclusions. While

in the elliptic case the endpoints' mechanical stresses and electric displacements have

the same order as the remote fields, for a lemon-shaped inclusion they are an order-

of-magnitude smaller. That is, the lemon-shaped inclusion is more convenient than the

elliptic one, from the point of view of the mechanical resistance of the composite structure.
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De

0 xi

Fig. 2. Lemon-shaped inhomogeneity in a piezoelectric body

Finally, we obtain the generalized displacements and stresses on the axis Ox\ with

\x\\ > 1, for a lemon-shaped inclusion. The formula (85) leads to

u(xi) = £ j f ^sgn(xi)-^/x\ ^1-arij

-|(sgn (Sd1'00 + Hd2oo)|, (108)

where sgn(a;i) = 1 for X\ > 1 and sgn(xi) = —1 for X\ < —1. The stress-like vector

functions up to O(e) are given by (86-87) as

ti = £ § ^1 + 2|xi|sjx\ - 1J

x ((N3S - NfL))d1'°° + (NfST + N3H))d2'°°)

t2 = ~£ 1-2xi + 2\xx\ Jx\ - 1 {-Ldl'°° + S7 d-00)

(109)

(110)

Note that at the endpoints, the formulae (105-107) and, respectively, (108-110) provide

the same fields values.

5. Rigid Inclusions. Consider now the case of a rigid and electrically conducting

inclusion V* embedded in an elastic matrix V, infinitely extended. In such a case we
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have the boundary condition

u°° + u = uo{xim — X2n) (HI)

mT = (0,1,0,0); nr = (1,0,0,0) (112)

on the interface boundary C, where to is the rotation of the rigid inclusion. We also

impose the condition that the total moment about the origin due to the traction forces

on the inclusion boundary vanishes:

d<f> i d(j>2 \
—; x\—— as = 0. (113)
as as Ja

If in the equation (111) we use the asymptotic expansion

ui = Wo + u>i£^ + 0(e2), (114)

then, by the same procedure as in the previous section, we obtain the system of 0(1)

under the real form:

x\ + HCo(Su°(xi) + H0°(a:i)) = u0xim (115)

L0u°(xi) = 0. (116)

The solution of these equations is

u°(xi) = 0; = H~1(7f - w0m)a:i = (j)00xi, (117)

where <fi00 was introduced in order to simplify the form of the following results.

As for elastic inclusions, the equations of 0{e) can be written:

r1 u\t)
-yfS{xx) + -S I U In \x\ - t\dt

* J-1 VI -12

+ —H I hi \xi — t\dt + /Ciu"(xi) + ief<f)0(xi)
7T J_i VI - t2

= wiiim — woS'(xi)n (118)

" £ ~= + £>°(xi) + Ct4>\xx)

= -u)0y/D{x i)n, (119)

with the operators K, and C defined by (58-59) and, respectively, (61 62). The equations

(118-119) have the solutions

ux(®i) = -^{lfyjD{Xl)

+ (Z!"u°(a'i) + Cf<p° (xi)) + UQ\/lD(xi)y\\ (120)

4>l{xi) = -wiH_1mii - H_1C_1{5(a;i)(u;on + 7^°)

+ (/C'/uVi) + ACf^fo))} - H^Sii1^), (121)
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where C_1 is the solution operator of the Carleman integral equation:

^-i / s 1 fl , 1 f1 g(t) ,
C g(xi) = — /  dt  — / dt, (122)

K ' W-i t-x i it In 2 ./_! vT^2 V >

where the prime sign means derivative. For the determination of the constants cjj, we

remark that the condition (113) takes the form

ri

i-i

(/' s(Xi)(d4±^]iXl
dxi ctei / [ J_i \ dxi

+L^^k+d-k)d^}- (123)

Let us calculate the expressions in the parentheses. When the expansions (32-34) are

replaced in the second relation (14) and the formulae (52-53) are used, one obtains

d<f>+ d(f>_\ 4>°(xi) j ^(xi)
_ /, o +£

dx i dx i y ^/l - x\ \ y/l - x\

d

dx i
-(^u°(xi)+^0(a:1))J (124)

(Sf+ ik)(Xi) = sr|6»(-Lu°(i,)+
+ £^-{K0(-Lu1(xi) + S7 ̂ (xi)) + X"u°(xi) + xf0°(xi)}.

(125)

By replacing these expressions in (123), we get

mTU-l7o°

= Tw_/ 126m'H 1 m

wi = (mTH~1m)~1{(mTH_1N2 - nT)</>00 - n^ET^?,'00}, (127)

where we have introduced the notation

72'°° = if + won - (NjH + N2St)000. (128)

The solution of 0(e) becomes

01(xj) = -WiH_1mj;i — H_172'00C~1(S,(xi))

-H 1N2</>°°C~1 (Xl^D^\ - H~1Su1(a:i). (130)

V Vl-®f /

Consider now the particular case of a lemon-shaped rigid inclusion of electric conduc-

tor. The equation of the interface is (102). We have u° and cf>° given by (117) and (126).
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From (129-130) we get

u^ari) = 3ari(l-Xi)72'°° (131)

4)\x1) = H-1[3^(S7J'0° - N2000) - - §N2000 + 3S7*l0°)], (132)

where u;i is given by (127). These solutions allow us to calculate the displacements and

the electric potential at the interface

u(xi) = —H(p00xi + £ u>xvaxx T ^/(l -®?)3(72°° + (n2ST + NxH))^00 (133)

and the interface stresses and electric displacements:

(Nf ST + N3H)000 T /-!—</>°
V1 ~X1

- e 3x?[-Nf H"^'00 + (NfSrH-1 + N3)N2000] ± 3xx J1 - xfN^
1, OO

T —7===NfH~1[(o;1m - §N2000 + 3S72,fl#) + ^(N^00 - S72'°°)]
yj\-x{

+ i[3NfH"17^'00 + (NfS^H-1 + N3)(wim - 2N2000)]} (134)

t2 = j^-ST000 ± ^ ^°°j + e{-3x?H-1(7^°° + SN2</>00)

-F -7=fL=H-1[(cv1m - |N2000 + 3S72'°°) + 3x?(N2000 - S7I'00)]
sj\ - x\

+ H-1(372'0° + 2SN2</)00 - 2w1Sm)}. (135)

On the axis Oxi, |xi| > 1, the electric potential and the displacements are

u(xi) = f sgn(x-1)y^^T - xi^H</>(),)

+ e| | ^sgn(xi)^/xf - 1 - (N2000 - 4wxm)

- ^sgn(xi)^/x\ - 1 - xi^ N2 000 I (136)
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and the stresses and electric displacements

I371! \ ("l\.TTaT i TVJ J,001 - ) (Ni S1 + N3H)4>>

+ e |-(1 - 2x\ + 2\xi\sjx\ - 1)(N3S - NfLb*

- (NfSTH_1 + N3) 1 - —y= | fWlm - ^N2000 + 3S71'00
Vxi -1

2 r 1 ""A v^i

' 2

+ ̂  I 1 + 2x1 - -4== ) (N2<T - S72'00) (137)

t2 = -( 1 - + " 2x1 + 21x^x1 - l]L-y\

+ S H
Ttt-1 1 - ,|Xl1 fWlm - ^N2000 + 3S72'00

2

^(i, r,„2 | \ 00 q l,oo\

+ 2lI+2lJ"^Fi|(N^ "S7 (138)

To obtain the expressions (133-138) we have used the fact that the matrices SH,LS,

H_1S, and SL^1 are antisymmetric and verify the identity

HL - SS = I (139)

as it was proved, for instance, in Lothe and Barnett (1976). Note that the terms of

0(1), corresponding to e —> 0 in the above formulae, provide the solution for a rigid line

inclusion of electric conductor.

6. Cracks.

6.1. Electrically impermeable cracks. When the inhomogeneity is a cavity (crack), one

can suppose that on its boundary the tractions and normal electric displacements are

vanishing (e.g., Pak 1990, Sosa 1991, Suo et al. 1992). Such a condition reduces to

0°° + 0 = 0 (140)

on the boundary C of the exterior domain. In the same way as for the piezoelectric

inclusions, we obtain the 0(l)-equations

tfxx + Ko(-Lu°(®i) + S0°(xi)) = 0 (141)

U4>°(xi) = 0 (142)

for which we have the solutions:

u°(a;i) = — L_1t£°:ri; 4>°(x i) = 0. (143)
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Similarly, (56-57), in which u*™(ri) = <p*n(x,i) — 0, n = 0,1. They have the solution

<j>1(x1) = (144)

ux(®i) = L-1ST(/)\x1) - L^C-Ht^i) - (JM>°(x1))}, (145)

with C_1 being the solution operator of the Carleman equation, defined in (122). In

(144 145) the operators M and Af are given by (64) and (67).

The formulae (144-145) allow us to obtain the solution of O(e) as:

4>l{Xl) = yr^2^lLtr; nl{xx) = L^S V (*i) - L_1tJ°C~1{5(a;1)}. (146)

Consider a lemon-shaped cavity. The densities u° and 0° are those in (143) and from

(146) we obtain

u1 (xi) = — 3a7i (1 — £f)L_1STtJ°; 4>l(xi) = — 3xi(l — Xj)tJ°. (147)

The displacements and the electric potential on the axis Oxi, for |xi| > 1, take the form

u(xi) = -(sgn{xi)^Jx\ - 1 - ®i)SL_1t2° + e{[i(sgn(xi)Y/'ii - 1 - Xif

- \{sm{x{)yJx\-\ - ®i)](S + HL-1Sr)t?°}, (148)

while the stresses and the electric displacements become

t, = - (i - (N3SL-1 - Nf)tf

-e|(l-2x? + 2|a;1|v/^T)N3L-1tf) (149)

vsrr)tf+oi^ {m
Remark that the terms of O(l) in (148-150) corresponding to a crack line (e —> 0),

represent the solution for an electrically impermeable crack embedded in an infinite

piezoelectric body. At x\ = 1, we obtain the classical expressions of the intensity factors

(see for instance Suo et al. 1992):

K = limi - l)t2(xi)j = + 0(e2), (151)

where K = (A'//, Kj, Kjjj, Kjy)- There are 110 contributions of 0(e) in these coefficients

since such terms are absent from (150).

6.2. Cracks with inside electric field. A more refined model for real flaws in electroe-

lastic bodies is that in which an inside electric field is allowed in the cavity (e.g., Sosa

and Khutoryansky 1996). In this case, the interface boundary conditions become

C + <t>i = u?+u4= u\ (152)

for i — 1,2,3,4. If Eq is the dielectric permitivity in the inside domain (vacuum, air),

such that D* = CoE*, then

E* = D\ = d; = (153)
OX i OX 2 OX 1
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Introducing a single nonvanishing component F± = £q+ i<j>% of F* one can perform

similar calculations as in Sec. 3 in order to obtain real systems for the densities (37 38).

The system of O(l) reads

-E?x i + Ko(54iu?(®i) + Hutfix i)) = <(x0 (154)

Uu^xx) = 0 (155)

t%x i + K0(-LijU°(x i) + Sji<t>°(x i)) = <W4* (156)

Lo0°(x!) = 0 (157)

for which we have the solutions:

u°(xi) ss U°a:i, <p>°(xi) = 0 (158)

u°*(x1) = U°*x i, = (159)

U? = -Z^, J74° = 0, C/4°* = -(Ef> + 54iI"/^), $2* = (D2 - (160)

for i,j = 1,2,3. Here LtJ is the inverse of the 3x3 matrix (Litj) i,j = 1,2,3. That

such an inverse exists is proved in [1].

By taking into account the above solution, the system of 0(e) becomes:

I f1 uUt)
—E%°S(xi) + -S4i / -=44= In In - t\dt

II J-1 V 1 — t

+ — Ha I f' ^ ̂  In \xi — t\dt + (/cyu0)4(a:i)
7T -1 VT^

= n\*(x1) + ^-Ut (161)
Z£ 0

-E?y/D&) - f + (£>°)4(*i) = (162)
Jx 1 VI - t2 2£0

1 Z"1 *4(<)
-^5(2)!) - -Lij J ^ In lXl ~ l\dt

+ -% / -£LL= In In - t|dt + (-M>0Mn)
7T VI - t2

= «4*(*i) + ^(f>4*] (163)
Z£o

-^v^y - £ =*4 . (164)

where the operators are those defined in (58-69).
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The system (161-164) has the following solution:

S(t)tdt
u}(Xl) = -Lt-L]4vl4 + L./CT1 {-t£S(xi) + (StN3U0)^ j

(t — X\)\/l — t2

_(STV) I r1 VW)dt + (N3Uo} _ 5(xi)((N3s _ n^L)U°)j
7T t - Xl

(165)

uKxt) = —(N1U°)4 CI \ , ^(^l)
S (xi) ~h 9

1 - x\

(166)

= - Qf ( \ , ^(^l)
X\S (xi) +   ^2

l-xi <N»U°
k

fmn "67)

' f/0*
ul*(x1) = -S(x1)l^-+E%

2£q

+ ~S4k[ ~^== \n\xi - t\dt +-H4k f In\x\ - t\dt
TT J-1 y/l ~t2 ' 7T J_x Vl - i2

Xi \jD{xi)

V1 -«?
-(N1Uu)4 - - N2L)U°]4 (168)

^(an) = -S(xi) (S + ̂ 4
2e,0

--Luf ~^=l=\n\xi - t\dt +-Sk4 [ ~== \ri \x!-t\dt
i-1 \/l-r 7T J — 1 V 1 — t7T

+ X! V£fa) (N3Uo)4 _ [(N3g _ Ntl)uo]4; (169)

V1 lx?

with i,j = 1,2,3 and k = 1,2,3,4. We have used the notations

Vk = t?k + Sk4-^2* + ((N3S - N[L)U°)fc (170)
Z£ o

iy=((N1S-N2L)U°)4 + ^+-E200- (171)
le o

Let us determine the real expressions of the generalized displacements and stresses for

a lemon-shaped cavity.
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The displacements and the electric potential on the axis Ox1, for |xi| > 1, take the

form

Ui(xi) = (sgn(xi)yx? - 1 - xi)SijUj

+ ^{[2(^i;fc1(N3U0)fc) + 3((SX)i - (HV)j)](sgn(x1)^xf — 1 - Xl) (172)

— ((SX)i - (HV)j)(sgn(x1)— 1 - xx)3}, (173)

with

X, = -ZTfc1[(STV)fe - Lk4W + (N3U°)fcJ, X4 = -W. (174)

In (172-174) we have i = 1, 2, 3, 4 while j, k = 1,2, 3.

In order to obtain the stresses and the electric displacements, we use (86-87). For a

lemon-shaped geometry, we have C2 = c?2 = 0 in (203) and from (205) we deduce that

EI = Mi and it results that

hi = (l - «N3S - N?L)U°)*

+ f U I 1 - ~7=¥= I (NsS - N'fL)iiI~;(N3U0)fe (175)|fl-^f)(N3S-N?'L)wL7fc1^-^

+ ^(1 — 2x\ + 2|a?i|^xf--T)[(N3S — N^L)X — (Nf ST + N3H)V]j j (176)

= t1" vSTt) (Lu0)" + £ IK'" i"I«(N3U°)'

+ J(1 - 2x1 + 2|x1|y/xf-l)(LX + StV)A (177)

for i = 1,2,3,4 while j, k = 1,2,3. At X\ = 1, the stress intensity factors result as

Kj = 0F (a% + | (N3 Waff) (178)

K4 = y/n (Li3L~to?k + §L4^(N3)HL^^) = LAjL^Kk. (179)

The last relation shows that the electric displacement intensity factor K4 is not inde-

pendent from the corresponding coefficients of the stresses. This shows that the electric

fields are not singular at the endpoints of the cavity.

Remark that in this case the terms of O(e) in (178) represent an influence of the

anisotropy on the stress intensity factors. Such an influence was experimentally observed

(e.g., Pisarenko et al. 1985). This property is a consequence of the present model involving

inside electric fields, since in (151) such an influence is missing.

7. Conclusions. Uniform valid asymptotic solutions for lamellar inhomogeneities

embedded in infinite piezoelectric materials were obtained. We have studied the case

of piezoelectric inclusions, rigid inclusions of electric conductor, electrically imperme-

able cavities and cavities with inside electric field. The solutions have been obtained
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for arbitrary-shaped lamellar inhomogeneities. The first two terms in the asymptotic

expansion of the solution were given. Real-form expressions of the elastic and electric

fields at the common boundary of the two bodies (or on the hole boundary) and on the

Oi'i-axis, outside the lamellar domain, have been obtained.

As concrete examples, we considered the case of an elliptic lamellar piezoelectric in-

clusion, corresponding to finite curvature radius at the ends, and also the case of a

lemon-shaped inclusion, when we have a zero radius of curvature at the ends of the body.

It was found that, while for elliptic piezoelectric inclusions the perturbation stresses and

electric displacements at the inclusion ends have the same order as the fields given at

infinity, for a lemon-shaped inclusion they are an order-of-magnitude smaller. The result

is important since the stress/electric displacement concentrations may strongly affect the

mechanical resistance of composite structures.

We have also considered holes with electrically impermeable boundaries and holes with

inside electric fields. The first two terms in the asymptotic expansions of the intensity fac-

tors were calculated for lemon-shaped cavities. It was deduced that, when inside electric

fields are considered, these stress intensity coefficients are influenced by the anisotropy

of the piezoelectric material. Such an influence was experimentally observed, but not

predicted, by classical crack models. It appears that the finite-thickness cavities with

cusps are more realistic than the classical line models for cracks in piezoelectric bodies.

Further investigations are necessary in order to compare the theoretical predictions with

the experimental results.

A. Asymptotic expansion of integral operators. In this Appendix we shall show

how the method of Handelsman and Keller (1967) can be modified to obtain the asymp-

totic expansion as s —» 0 of the integral operators appearing in the previous sections.

We first consider the integral operator defined by the relation (31). By an obvious

change of variables we can write

Fa(xi + pasY±(xi)) (180)

= -—■ j ln(Xl + Pc£Y±{xl) -
mJca y/(da -£)(£-Ca)

- 1 in (d»~cA f1 /q(*) dt
Tri \ 2 J y_i y/\ — t?"

1 r1 f (f)
1 a ln(xi - t +pa£Y±(xi) + £2la{xi) + 0(e3))dt.

Tri 7-1 Vl ~ t2

Here we shall assume that cQ and da have asymptotic developments of the form

ca(e) = -1 + ca2£2 + 0(e3); da(e) = 1 - da2e2 + 0(e3), (181)

where the constants ca2 and da2 will be determined shortly. It can be shown, similarly

as in Homentscovschi (1982), that the terms of 0(e) in ca(e) and da(e) must vanish. We

have also denoted

7 / \ Ca2 + da 2 da 2 Ca2 / 1 or>\
la(Xl) =    X\ H   . (182)
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The analysis in Sec. 8 of Homentcovschi (1982), where we replace z by za, yields the

asymptotic formulae

7)(Fa(za+) + Fa(za-)) = [ -t== In |xi - t\dt
2 in J_i v/1 - t2

+ZPa fa(xi) - iS'(xi)(Ki/a)(xi)
V1-®?'

2 }ca2+da2, .. , , w 5(a;i)v^(il)
^ ^ (Ro/a)(xi) - «i«(a:i)(Ki/Q)(a:i) + "  —^ .

_P^(x,)v/ipj,1,(ii)^P;(^(xo + D(x1))(R;/i>)(ii)l+0(£3) (183)

V1 - 2 J

2 (-^Q! (-^a+) Foii^ZoL— ))

rl /aW
= ~I Ji-\2dt + £Pa ~^-p(a:i)(1Ri^)(:Ei)

+ £2

V1 -®l'

fa(x i)
Za(Xl)+2(l-^)(g2(3:i) + I?(Xl))

V1 -®i

+ 9v/l - + jD^Xl^^1)^1^ ~ ^a5(xi)v/£>(xi)(K2/a)(a:i) 1 4- 0(e3)

(184)

We have denoted

, .. , 1 f1 fa(t) dt ,

<*-''*«)-nLjrrPirzP (185)
In the case |xi| < 1 and n > 1 the integral will be interpreted in the Hadamard sense,

by retaining the finite part only.

All the terms in the expansions (183-184) except

'a(Xl)+2(feftji&M + Dixi)) UXl) (186)
x/1 -A

are regular for € [-1,1]. In order that the term (186) be also regular we have to

impose the constraints

la( 1)-P»D(1)(1) =0; /„( I) - (), (187)

which yield

^ = _p|b«(-i); ^ = pid^H^ (l88)

Hence, we can write

Ca2 = -p2aC2\ da 2 = -p2ad2; ia(xi) = -p2/~(xi), (189)
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where

. D^(-l) - £>(*>( 1) T/ , d2+c2 , d2 - c2
c2     ; d2 — ^—; i(xi) - —-—xi H  — (190)

depend only upon the geometry of the domain.

Finally, the relations (183-184) yield the asymptotic formulae (32-33) where the op-

erators Km and Lm are given by

(K0/q)(xi) = ~~f fr~^2ln\Xl ~^dt (191^
7™ 7-1 Vl - t2

(Ki/„)(xi) = - iS(xi)(Rifa)(xi) (192)
V1 ~X1

(Lo fa)(Xl) = -£ (193)

(L1/a)(x1) = SJ^fa(xi) - »v/]D(iJ(K1/a)(a:1). (194)
V1 ~ xl

We can also write

l

Fa(Za±) = J2 (£Pa)mmrn ± Lm)/a)(®l) + 0(£2). (195)
m=0

For |xi| > 1, the asymptotic expansion of the function Fa(xi) can be directly obtained

as

Fa(Xl) = __L fl - in (Xl_ + dt

ln(a:i — t + 0(e2))dt

7™ 7-i Vl - i2 V 2 2

1 f1 fa(t)dt / da — ca\ 1 f1 /Q(i)/-1 /a(f)dt /da-ca\ _ i r

7-i \/l — i2 \ 2 / tu 7-i7ri 7-i Vl - \ 2 J ni 7-i x/T^l2

= z(M/a)(xi) + 0(£2), (196)

where

(Rfa){x1) = -[ ln(xi - t)dt. (197)
ti" 7-i Vl - t2

We focus now on the derivative of the function Fa at points on the interface boundary.

We have

1 rd° uo g = jl /-1
m Jca J{da -O(C-Ca) £ " 7T2 7-i V7! -t2 i - 2a±

where

-2q± = 3—3—2a± - d,a * C° = Xl + {epa)Y±(x 1) - {epa)2l{x 1) + 0(e3).
Uot &a

To determine the asymptotic expansion, as e —> 0, of (198) we apply the method used

in Homentcovschi (1979), formula A.7, where we put a = —1, 0 = 1. In this way, we

obtain the formula (78) in which

(Mo7a)(z i) = -i(Rl/a)(xi) + fa(xi)h±(Xi) (199)

(Mffa)(x i) = Y±(xi)[-i(R2fa){xi) + fi1](xi )h±(xi)}, (200)
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where the complex-valued function h (xi) is

h±(xi) = , _ _

\J[l + Xi + (epa)Y±(xi) - (epQ)2f(xi)][l -Xx - {epa)Y±{xl) + (spa)2l(xi)]

(201)
Note that h±(x\) can be decomposed into real and imaginary parts by using the moduli

and arguments of the complex quantities involved in the denominator.

We also need the asymptotic development of the derivative of Fa(za), for za — xi

with |xi| > 1. This can be obtained straightforwardly in the form

rda MO d£-I
in Jc,

= 1 - (epa)
2 <=2+^2^ 1 f1 fa(t) dt

2 J iri J_1 v/l - t2 t - X\ + (epa)2l(xi)

fa{xl) f1 __1 dt  + — f1 ~ fa(Xl) dt

iri J_ 1 y/i-t*t-xi + (epa)2l(x i) iri J-1 \/l - t2 t-x i

{epa)2l{xi) r1 1 [/q(Q ~ /q(xi) - (f - a?i)/4(xi)]df

7-i \/l - i2 (£ - xi)(t - X! + (epo,)2f(a;x))

(£Pa)2Kxi)fL(xl)

i\J{xi - {epa)2l(xi))2 - 1

sgn(xi)
= -i(Ki/Q)(xi) - ?/a(xi)

-1
■5(®i)

-4- (W'li/.W + 0(r.). (202)

'Y'U'l - -1

Note that the last term represents a contribution of 0(e) only at the endpoints xi = ±1.

We introduced

g(x i) = 1 ==. (203)

y [xi + 1 + (£pa)2c2][xi - 1 - (spa)2d2]

For the derivative of F we get

= -H(if°) -eUiif1), (204)
dZ

with H given by

(H/q)(xi) = (Ml/a)(xi) + fa(x i) 8gn(ll) -Pfe)
Vxi -1

+ {zPa)2l(xl)f'a(xl)

i\(^l ~ (£Pa)2l(xi))2 - 1

(205)
and where Mi is defined in (185).
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